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Purpose

The reason with this report is partly to finalize my education and also to show for
Megadoor:

Different construction principles for large single leaf doors

Calculation of the membrane effect

Suggestion for further development
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Executive summary

This report consists of two different parts. The first part presents different construction
concepts for large single leaf doors. The concepts were not fully evaluated due to lack of
resources. The other part describes the process of calculating the membrane effect, which
comes from the fabric in the door. Unfortunately was the program not advanced enough
in the nonlinear area, which meant that no significant results could be achieved. Some
calculations were made with a nonlinear program and these calculations shows that the
fabric enhances the doors total stiffness, but it was undetermined how much it was.
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1 Background

A door, as seen in figure 1.1 consists of several aluminum profiles. The top profile is
screwed to the header box which is fastened to the building. The header box contains for
example motors, bands and limit switch units. The motors and bands handle the hoisting
of the door. The limit switch unit is a safety unit, which detects how tense the hoisting
band is. If the band looses its tension a safety arrestor is activated and locks the door to
its current position. Under the top profile are the other profiles, their main task is to give
support and make the door rigid. At the bottom of the door there is a truss beam made of
steel. This bottom section has a rubber seal attached. The seal ensures tightness between
the door and the ground. Inside the seal there is a sensor, which stops the lowering of the
door if there is anything under the door. Bands are used to elevate the door. A polyester
fabric is attached on the top, bottom and also on the profiles. All intermediate beams and
the bottom beam are attached to the fabric, which holds the door together. This means
that the intermediate beams are only supported by the fabric. On the building, in which
the door is attached, are vertical guide rails fastened where the door is being guided with
help from guide blocks. The door is hauled up with motors that are located in the header
box. When the door opens the fabric folds in and the intermediate sections stacks on top
of each other and form a package. This can be compared to the hauling of a jalousie. The
safety arrester, in case of band failure, activates and grip onto the guide rails immediately
and stops the door from collapsing. The safety arrester is only active when the door is
operated. When the door is closing the fabric folds out and becomes a package. The
intermediate beams and the bottom section are attached to the fabric, which holds up
every part when the door is closed. It is the bottom sections own weight that handles the
closing of the door. The own weight also ensures that the door stay closed, but a separate
locking mechanism may also be used. This is how a regular door is built up, but large
single leaf doors have wires instead of bands. Large doors have also only motors instead
of a header box.

Figure 1.1 General principle of a door

Megadoor wants to improve their position and become more competitive within the area
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of shipyard doors. Within that area lays the focus mostly on large single leaf doors. Large
single leaf doors mean that the door has a width from 25m and up to 45m. Figure 1.2
shows a door construction with several door leafs, that are separated with mullions. These
mullions are being hoisted up when the door is opening and supplies a wide entry/exit.
This thesis will be concentrated on single leaf doors, i.e. doors without mullions.

Figure 1.2 Door with mullion

2 Construction principles

The assignment was to gather different construction principles for a large single leaf
door. The reason for this is mainly to give Megadoor different examples for further
development. A problem with the large doors is the considerable wind loads that affect
the doors. The wind load that this thesis handles is 1500 N/m2. In this thesis have the
examples not been fully evaluated considering strength criteria and cost efficiency. The
cost efficiency can for example include what kind of material the intermediate beams are
made of. There are no limits to the amount of modifications from the original concept,
which can be done. The reason why the examples were not fully evaluated was because
of that the stiffness calculation demanded time as well.

2.1 Door concepts

As already been said in 1.2 the safety arrestor is only in active mode when the door is
operated. There could be a risk that the door can collapse if there is damage to the door
when it is closed. These concepts are for example supposed to exclude the risk of
collapse during a failure and also raise the stiffness of the door. A way to raise the
stiffness could be to hinder the intermediate beams from tilting.

Jointed bars

Mullion
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Between the top profile and the first intermediate beam there are jointed bars. There are
also jointed bars between every intermediate beam. This means that the bars folds when
the door is being hoisted up and folds out when the door is lowered. The folded bars
would lie between every intermediate beam when the door is open. When the door is
closed the bars are fully extended which hinders the beams from tilting. This improves
the stiffness because of that the intermediate beams profile are optimized when the beams
are horizontal. It would also hinder the door from collapsing during a failure, because of
that the beams are being held by the jointed bars. A possible problem could be that the
bars interfere with the fabric when the door is being opened. See Figure 1.2.1 for a sketch
of the jointed bars concept.

Figure1.2.1 Sketch of the jointed bars concept

Chains

This concept is similar to the jointed bars concept. But this concept has chains that are
attached between every single beam instead of bars. This means that the door hangs in the
chains instead of the fabric. Chains can be used to exclude the risk of collapse during
failure. This concept does not stop the tilting of the beams and therefore do not stiffen the
door. In this concept are the questions: how to store the chains and doing that without
damaging the fabric.

Fabric enhancement

This concept is nearly the same as the one above, but instead of chains is the
enhancement made of fabric. This concept does not hinder the beams from tilting and
therefore is no improved stiffness of the door acquired. In this concept is the door fabric
not damaged, due to that the fabric enhancements are relatively soft. The question is if
the fabric enhancements are strong enough?

T-bars

Figure 1.2.2 shows how the closed door would look like with this concept. Bars are
fastened between the intermediate beams. The bars have a horizontal smaller bar attached

Folding bar

Extended bar
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at one end and the two bars form a T-bar. The horizontal bar is there to hook onto the
beam above when the door closes. The top T-bar hooks onto the top profile. The other
end of the T-bar is welded onto the intermediate beam underneath. As it is shown in
figure 1.2.3, the bars move with the door when it is being hoisted up and goes into the
header box. This concept has the same benefits as the concept with the jointed bars. The
drawback is that there is a need for extra space above the door where the bars are stored.

Figure 1.2.2 Closed door

Figure 1.2.3 Sketch of the 
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”Air door”

The “air door” means that the door inflates with the help of compressor/compressors. A
supporting compressor that can provide extra air, when needed, is required. There is a
need for rubber enhancements (the magenta colored part in figure 1.2.5) on/inside the
fabric to constrain the door. Otherwise would the door act as a balloon and extend more
at the middle of the door. A door that inflates would be lightweight because there would
not be a need for the intermediate beams. The door deflates before hoisting, which would
mean that the package that is hoisted should be thin. The package could then be wired up
on an axle or a drum above the door. This concept would probably need a lot of time to
develop, for example how should the rubber improvements be designed to achieve the
correct characteristics. A problem could be that the door does not achieve the criteria for
strength and endurance test. Another problem could be that it is not possible to inflate and
deflate the door rapid enough. The air door concept can be seen in figure 1.2.5.

Figure 1.2.5 the deflated doo
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name implies, to guide the door. Guiding the door is in other words to guide the
intermediate beams.

Steel list and u-profile

The intermediate beams are guided in a u-profile, which is attached to a wall. The
intermediate beams have also a hole at a specific distance from the end of the beam. A
steel list is fastened to the u-profile and is designed to put pressure against the
intermediate beam, see figure 2.2.2. When the beams have crept to a preset distance the
steel list engages into the holes on the intermediate beam. This would then mean that the
ends of the beams are locked in the wanted direction.

Figure 2.2.2 the magenta coloured part is the steel list

2.3 Intermediate beams

The purpose with the intermediate beams is to stiffen the door and also to guide the door.
The existing intermediate beams are of aluminium and have a specific profile to give
them the wanted characteristic. The wanted characteristic is to give the beam a good
stiffness per weight ratio. The amount of beams that every door consists of is based on
how much pressure that lies on every beam. If there is a large wind load on the door it
needs to have more beams. Large doors need also more beams because of the strength
demands. It is important to have a small package that is hoisted because of that the
opening under the package is higher then. As it is shown in figure 2.3.1 there is also a
pressure list that pressures the fabric to the intermediate beam.

Top view
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Figure 2.3.1 Intermediate beam on a small door

Steel truss

The stiffness of the beam would be improved if it would consist of a steel truss instead of
an aluminium profile and then could the distance between the beams be larger. The steal
trusses are heavier but the total amount needed is less. That means that the package of
beams is smaller. The total thickness of the door is also lesser because of the higher
strength of the steel trusses.

Aluminium

The aluminium profiles are weaker, than the steel truss. This means that it is a need for
more profiles on the door because of a smaller distance between the profiles. The more
profiles that are needed contribute to a larger package that needs to be hoisted. The
profile could also be wider, but then the door becomes too thick. That is not advisable
because of the area inside the building becomes smaller.

Comparision

Most probably would the aluminum beam be recommended if the cost, weight and
stiffness parameters would be evaluated.

3 Membrane effect

Doors obtain a curved shape because of weather and wind. The wind forces the fabric and
the intermediate sections to bend in. The fabric’s natural instinct is to return to its basic

Intermediate beam
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state. The fabrics desire facilitate that the doors stiffness improves. It could sound strange
that a weak material can enhance the stiffness of the door. This can be credited to the
membrane effect. When a thin shell is curved, tension and stress arise inside the material
and strives to move the material to its natural state. In this case has the fabric the same
qualities as a thin shell. If this membrane effect is used during the construction phase the
intermediate sections and bottom section can be dimensioned in a more efficient way. If
the doors can be constructed in a more efficient way it will lead to more competitive
doors.

The Finite Element method has been used to estimate how much contribution the fabric
has to the total stiffness of the door. The FE calculations have been performed with the
FE module to I-deas.

3.1 Finite Element method in general

The FE method divides the whole calculation volume into a large amount of elements,
with simple geometry. In these elements are force/displacements assumptions applied.
The elements consist of nodes, which task is to transfer the different conditions between
the elements. The amount of nodes can differ depending of what kind of calculation that
is being conducted. With the help of force/displacements assumptions, nodes and the
elements own stiffness characteristic can then the structures characteristic be calculated.
If the FE-method is looked upon from a strictly mathematical view it can be seen as a
method to solve linear partial differential equations with a numerical method. From an
engineering viewpoint it can be said that a real structure or a solid body is divided into a
large amount of small elements. To these elements belong a number of linear equations,
which sets the relations between forces and displacements in the nodes. The FE-method
uses an initial node displacement to determine the relationship between forces and
displacement, with this information can then the wanted result be acquired. The
advantages with FE-method are that it is rapid, it can be applied on a lot of different
structures and there are a lot of different programs out on the market. The disadvantage
could be that this method requires a lot of input data. The accuracy of the result is
dependent of how accurate the model and constraints are.

3.2 What is important?

The computational model needs to reflect the real structure so the result matches the
actual assignment. It is very important to think about what kind of results you would like
to have before you start making the calculation model. It sounds really obvious but
sometimes it is not that easy to remember. It is critical to set the correct constraints,
because these decide the result of the calculation. Different element categories and
calculation models can be used depending on which result you are interested in. Shell
elements can for example be used in some calculation model, but sometimes are solid
elements needed. Therefore it is very important to know what results you want to study.
Sometimes it is possible to use elements which only can handle bending, but in other
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cases are other elements needed. Everything depends, as already been said, on what
results that are of interest.

3.3 Model

A 3D model is first built up, figure 3.1. A model can be built in different ways,
depending on what information that is desired from the simulation. It should be avoided
to model a complete and fully detailed structure because it requires more work and does
not contribute enough for the effort you spent. When FEM is applied on a very complex
geometry should the results be considered to be approximations and not a precise result.
The model can be simplified as long as the function still remains intact. This means that it
is important to know how the structure will act. An example was the pressure list,
between the fabric and the intermediate beams, that was excluded from the FEM model.

Figure 3.1 model of a door, 25m wide and 9m high

3.4 Constraints

After the model is built up are the loads and constraints decided. The loads and
constraints are critical to model correct because they will decide how the rest of the
calculation will proceed. Sometimes there is a problem setting the exact correct
constraints that reflect how the actual door behaves. Sometimes there are problems
knowing exactly what kind of constraints the real structure has and it could also be hard
to simulate these in the program. The constraints that were used in this thesis were
decided together with personnel from Megadoor. The load that has been used is a
distributed constant pressure of 1500 N/m2, which has been applied perpendicular to the
fabric. The actual load is not constant; it is in fact a varying load with the maximum value
of 1500 N/m2. In collaboration with the supervisor have it been determined that the
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varying load could be handled as a distributed constant load. When using the maximum
load is then the varying load accounted for. The fabric has been considered to be fully
attached to the intermediate beams. The top and bottom profiles have been fully
constrained. The intermediate beams have, in their end surfaces, been constrained in
different directions, see appendix A. Also the fabrics vertical sides have been constrained
in different directions, see appendix A. Figure 3.2 shows the model, constraints and also
the element net.

Figure 3.2 constraints and element nets on the model

3.5 Element net

The element nets are created after the model is finished. When the elements are created it
is important to choose the correct element category so the real effects can be simulated.
The element size must also be altered depending of what results being asked for. When
the displacement is of interest can the elements be large, but when the stress is
investigated the elements need to be smaller. When having smaller elements the result
improves, there is also another way to improve the result and that is by using elements
with more nodes. In this case is it the displacement which is interesting. The element nets
that have been used to simulate the fabric have been shell elements, which have been
placed in the fabric models midline. This can be seen in figure 3.3. Thereafter have the
fabrics thickness and material characteristic been assigned to the net. The fabric has a
thickness of 0.55mm and poisons constant is 0.35. The same procedure has been followed
for the intermediate beams. Poisson’s constant is 0.33 for aluminium. The beams net
thickness was calculated with this formula:

I = (hb3) / 12 I = 77493*104mm4 (Given from Megadoor)
b = 870mm (Given)

h = (12*I) / b3

h = 14.12mm
b

h
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The thickness is much smaller then the dimensions in other directions and that are why it
is possible to use shell elements. The distance between every intermediate beam had to be
decided before the calculation can start. The distance was set to 18000mm and was set
with regards to strength and size of the package of intermediate beams. Therefore it was
convenient to use an element size of 18000mm. When doing so it was easier to get a good
connection between the fabric nets and the intermediate beam nets. The different nets
were built together with rigid elements. This was done to achieve that all nets could work
and function together and provide the wanted result.

Figure 3.3 element net on the fabric

3.6 Calculations

When doing the calculation it is important to know what kind of results to expect. The
motive for making the calculations is to determine what difference, in displacement, the
fabric makes on the stiffness of the door. To investigate this have calculations been done
to receive information about the displacement. In the first scenario has the fabrics actual
characteristics been used in the calculations. The fabric characteristics were given from
Megadoor. Thereafter has the characteristics been altered so they could be neglected.
This made it possible to get the differences in stiffness between just using the profiles and
using the profiles plus the fabric. Calculations have been made on different door sizes.
When calculating the fabrics contribution are some parameters given, for example
material characteristics, heights and widths of the doors, distance between two
intermediate beams (18000mm) and the maximum wind load (1500 N/m2) that the door is
capable of. These data was given from manufactures and divisions within the company.

3.7 Results
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Some of the results that can be seen in table 3.1 show that the program could not handle
the nonlinear calculations that are needed. Unfortunately was the computational program
not enough advanced within nonlinear problems. As it can be seen in table 3.1 the
program was unable to perform its task. Within the linear calculations has no membrane
effect been detected. This could mean that there is a need for nonlinear calculations to
detect the membrane effect. In 3.10 has a calculation with a nonlinear program been
conducted.

Door
size
(m)

E-module
Fabric
(MPa)

Constraints
Fabric

Constraints
Beam

Method Element
size

(mm)

Force
(N)

Result
(mm)

25x9 507 y, z y, z Linear 18000 - 2.17*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z Linear 18000 - 2.17*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z Linear 18000 30 2.17*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z Linear 18000 30 8.63*10-1

35x9 507 y, z y, z Linear 18000 30 8.29*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z Linear 18000 30 3.29*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z Nonlinear 18000 30 -
25x9 0.5 y, z y, z Nonlinear 18000 30 -

Table 3.1 results of calculations

Explanations of table 3.1

•  Door size: The door models size. Width x Height

•  E-module Fabric: Different values were tried to achieve the membrane effect.
Actual value was 507 MPa. The E-module for the beam was 70 GPa.

•  Constraints Fabric: The fabric is fully constrained at the top edge and bottom
edge. The sides have different constraints. The directions that stands here is the
directions that are constrained. X-direction is along the door, y-direction is
through the door and direction is vertical. The directions can also be seen in figure
3.3.

•  Constraints Beam: The top and bottom beam have been fully constrained. The
edges have different constraints. The directions are the same as for the fabric.

•  Method: Linear or nonlinear solution

•  Element size: Size of the element net.

•  Force: Forces have been applied to the edges of the fabric and this was made to
achieve a membrane effect.

•  Result: This is the measurement of how much the middle of the intermediate
beam has been displaced. The displacement has been measured on the beams that
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have the most displacement i.e. the beams in the middle of the door.

The result that can be seen in figure 3.4 is from a linear solution. The red area has the
most displacement and it occur in the middle of the door. But as it was said before the
results from a linear solution does not give a measurement of the membrane effect.

Figure 3.4 results from a linear solution

So unfortunately was it not possible to calculate the membrane effect with this program
(I-deas). The figure 3.5 shows the door from the side and the value of the displacement
can be measured on the intermediate beam. After the characteristic has been changed for
the fabric can then the same procedure be followed again and the difference can be
measured. As it is written in 3.10 it should be possible to follow the same calculation
procedure with a nonlinear program and achieve a correct result for the membrane effect.
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Figure 3.5 the door from the side

3.8 Calculation on Profile

Calculations were conducted on different aluminum beams. This was to see if it would
show a difference, in displacement, between the door calculations. When the fabrics
characteristics have been neglected it should be the same displacement as just the profile.
The force which was applied to the side of the beam had an altitude of 2700 N/m. The
force of 2700N/m was calculated in this way.

The area between two beams multiplied with the pressure per square meter. That gives
the total force. Thereafter is the total force divided with the length of the beam and that
gives the force/m which should be applied.

25m*1.8m*1500N/m2 = 67500N

67500N/25m=2700N/m

Figure 3.6 shows the result of a calculation on a 25m long beam.
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Figure 3.6 calculation on 25m long beam

The results show that the displacement for the beam is the same as for the door with the
fabrics characteristics neglected. The 25m long beam showed a displacement of 2.17*10-

1mm. Even this “simple” case caused problems for the program and no nonlinear results
could be collected. The other results can be viewed in appendix B.

3.9 Calculation on fabric

Calculations were conducted on just the fabric also. These calculations were conducted to
see if it was possible to get a result which could be compared to the results in 3.10. The
linear results that can be seen in figure 3.7 show that the fabric has a displacement of
3.21*106. This result is totally unrealistic and it can be concluded that a nonlinear
calculation is needed. The fabric size was 25x9m and the pressure on the fabric was
1500N/m2. The fabric was fully constrained at the top and bottom edge. The sides were
constrained in x- and y-directions. This time was it also impossible to conduct nonlinear
calculations with the program available. Other results can be seen in appendix C.
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Figure 3.7 Displacement of the fabric

3.10 Calculations with ABAQUS

An experienced user of ABAQUS (ABAQUS is a nonlinear solution program) was
engaged in the thesis and did some calculations on only the fabric. The results, in figure
3.8, show that a 25m wide and 9m high door would have a displacement of 0.9m on the
middle of the door. With this result can it also be concluded that the fabric has an effect
on the total stiffness of the door. This means that the fabric enhances the stiffness of the
door. With the calculations that was conducted, in I-deas, it can not be assessed how
much the membrane effect is. If the calculations are conducted with a nonlinear program
it would be possible to determine the effect. The user said that it was difficult to get the
solution started, because of that the program could have difficulties with planar surfaces.
He therefore gave the door an initial displacement. After the initial displacement had
started bending the door it was removed and then was the pressure deployed. This would
render in a correct calculation. The user’s assessment was that it would be possible to
calculate the wanted membrane effect, with ABAQUS, on the total door.
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  Figure 3.8 Nonlinear result

4 Problems

Unfortunately I did not have the program (I-deas) at my disposal during all the time that I
worked with the thesis. The program also turned out to be insufficient. One reason for
this was because of the program could not handle advance nonlinear solutions, which was
needed to solve the calculations that this thesis handled. Another reason was that it was
hard to get support because nearly nobody uses the program for nonlinear solutions.
These problems raise the question why this program was used. The reason for this was
that it was the only program available during the thesis period. Because nobody of either
the personnel of Megadoor or myself had used the program for nonlinear calculations
before we did not know if it would work. Unfortunately was it not possible for me to
have a workplace at Megadoor due to that the program could not function behind their
firewall.

5 Suggestions for further development

The door concepts need more evaluation considering the strength, cost issue and the
feasibility. The calculations should be executed with a nonlinear solution program, for
example ABAQUS.

6 Conclusion

It is vital to do a thoroughly background check on the program that are being used. If I
had known that it would be impossible to calculate advanced nonlinear problems with I-
deas I would never have started trying. Instead could I have looked into a nonlinear
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program and seen if it would have been possible to acquire such a program. Otherwise I
could have focused on evaluating the construction principles during the whole period. I
did not have a workplace at Megadoor during the whole period. The best is of course to
be stationed at the company all the time so if any questions arise it is easy to ask the
personnel at the company. I have learnt a lot about doors and that it is essential to do
background checks.
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Appendix A

Door size E-module Fabric Constraints Constraints Method Element size Force Result
(m)  (Mpa)  Fabric Beam (mm) (N/m) (mm)

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 50 1.62*100

35x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 50 7.07*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 50 1.93*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 50 3.38*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 2.38*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 1.93*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 1 -
25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 1.93*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 1.93*10-1

35x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 7.07*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 1.17*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 -
35x9 0.5 z & y-rot z linear 1800 25 -
35x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 2.67*100

35x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 8.05*10-1

25x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 2.15*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 7.22*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 0 8.05*10-1

35x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 0 8.05*10-1

35x9 507 x, y, z & x, y, z-rot x, y, z & x, y, z-rot linear 1800 0 1.65*10-1

35x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 8.01*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 2.77*100

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 2.17*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 25 7.30*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 7.22*10-1

25x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 2.11*10-1

45x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 2.17*100

45x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 25 6.84*100

25x9 0.5 z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 50 -
25x9 0.5 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 50 1.4*100

25x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 50 2.11*100

25x9 507 y, z & y-rot y, z linear 1800 50 2.17*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 50 1.4*100

25x9 507 y, z & x, y, z-rot y, z linear 1800 50 2.11*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z & x, y, z-rot y, z linear 1800 50 3.68*10-1

35x9 507 y, z & x, y, z-rot y, z linear 1800 50 8.01*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z & x, y, z-rot y, z linear 1800 50 1.41*100

35x9 507 y, z & x, y, z-rot y, z linear 1800 25 7.04*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z & x, y, z-rot y, z linear 1800 25 8.93*10-1

35x9 507 x, y, z & x, y, z-rot x, y, z & x, y, z-rot linear 1800 25 1.65*10-1

35x9 0.5 x, y, z & x, y, z-rot x, y, z & x, y, z-rot linear 1800 25 5.73*10-1
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25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 -5 2.17*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 -7 2.89*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 3.08*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 1.19*100

35x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 8.29*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 2.15*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 2.17*10-1

25x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 2.17*10-1

25x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 2.15*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 8.42*10-1

35x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 8.29*10-1

35x9 507 y, z y, z nonlinear 1800 - -
35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 - 8.30*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z nonlinear 1800 - -
35x9 0.5 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 8.26*10-1

35x9 0.5 y, z y, z nonlinear 1800 8 -
35x9 507 y, z y, z linear 1800 8 8.01*10-1

35x9 507 y, z y, z nonlinear 1800 8 -
35x9 0.5 y, z & x, y, z-rot y,z & x, y, z-rot linear 1800 8 7.28*10-1
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Appendix B

Lenght E-module Beam Constraints Method Element size Result
(m) (Gpa) Beam (mm) (mm)

25 70 y, z linear 1800 2.17*10-1

25 70 y, z nonlinear 1800 -
25 70 y, z & x, y ,z-r linear 1800 4.36*10-2

25 70 y, z & x, y ,z-r nonlinear 1800 -
35 70 y, z & x, y ,z-r linear 1800 1.67*10-1

35 70 y, z & x, y ,z-r nonlinear 1800 -
35 70 x, y linear 1800 8.34*10-1

35 70 x, y nonlinear 1800 -
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Appendix C

Size E-module Fabric Constraints Method Element size Result
(m)  (Mpa) Fabric (mm) (mm)

25x9 507  z & x, y, z-r linear 1800 3.21*106

25x9 507  z & x, y, z-r nonlinear 1800 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 1800 1.47*107

25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 1800 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 900 1.47*107

25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 900 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 450 1.48*107

25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 450 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 50 1.48*107

25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 50 -
35x9 507 y, z linear 1800 3.25*109

35x9 507 y, z nonlinear 1800 -
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Appendix C

Size E-module Fabric Constraints Method Element size Result
(m)  (Mpa) Fabric (mm) (mm)

25x9 507 y, z & x, y, z-rot linear 1800 3.21*106

25x9 507 y, z & x, y, z-rot nonlinear 1800 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 1800 1.47*107

25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 1800 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 900 1.47*107
25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 900 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 450 1.48*107
25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 450 -
25x9 507 y, z linear 50 1.48*107
25x9 507 y, z nonlinear 50 -
35x9 507 y, z linear 1800 3.25*109
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